
Spreading fertilizer straight after

cutting (when grass really needs it)

is a very “hit and miss” affair, given

the combination of a short grass

stubble and a confusing lattice work

of tractor wheelings covering

the field.

The FOAMALIGN blob marker allows
the tractor driver to see where his
last bout line was, by automatically
dropping large blobs of foam under
the tractor. These are used as a guide
on the return bout. The ability to
spread accurately eliminates the risk
of ugly striping and ensures proper
distribution of fertilizer.



The FOAMALIGN blob marker is purpose-designed in tough moulded
plastic. The moulding is a 25 litre (5.8 gals) capacity reservoir which is
sufficient to cover up to 30 acres, (12 hectares) and incorporates a 12 volt
compressor to produce the foam.
The FOAMALIGN moulding has preformed mounting bolt holes at the sides
of the machine for quick and easy fixing to any convenient part of the
tractor or spreader.
Also supplied with the machine, are a 1.5 metre length of pipe to carry the
foam, and a 3 metre length of cable with a cigar lighter adaptor to plug in
for the power supply from the tractor.

FoamAlign Single Blob Marker
for accurate fertilizer spreading
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• Promotes quick & even regrowth
• Improves yields
• Saves money
• Avoids ugly striping

to further
enhance the mark is
also available.

Red Dye,

has been specially
developed for the
FOAMALIGN machine,
and incorporates quality
detergents, bulk foam
boosters, rust inhibitors,
water softening agents
and stabilisers.

Highly concentrated, it
produces stable long life
foam marks. Packed in
convenient sized bottles
each provides enough
fluid to mark up to
250 acres.

BOUTAFOAM FLUID

FOAMALIGN


